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Information 

This handout has been designed to demonstrate to students how common statistical tests can reproduced in a Structural Equation 
Modelling (SEM) framework using Ωnyx. The aim is to reduce anxiety when using Ωnyx for the first time. 

To allow comparison the results from a traditional analysis are provided for each mode. The free statistical software R was used to 
produce them and the code has been provided, although it is not expected that most students will be able to replicate these 
analyses within R, as few undergraduate students learn R in the UK. 

You can download Ωnyx from: 

http://onyx.brandmaier.de/download/ 

The datasets along with this handout are available from 

www.robin-beaumont.co.uk/rbook/sem/index.html 
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1 Correlation 

In this handout I make use of a classic data set of intelligence-test scores from 301 children on 26 distinct tests, 
involving 32 variables, including school (2) and Gender identifiers (Holzinger and Swineford, 1939).  The dataset is 
called HS.data in the MBESS package. You can obtain the package along with the above dataset from within R by 
running the following commands. 

install.packages("MBESS", dependencies = TRUE) 

library(MBESS) 

data(HS.data) 

str(HS.data) 

Lets consider the scores between word meaning (wordm) and the 
cubes visual test (cubes).  

We first plot the two variables: 

 

plot(HS.data$cubes, HS.data$wordm)  

# or "~" translate as 'is defined by' 

plot(wordm ~cubes, data = HS.data) 

 

Running the following code in the console window produces the 
correlation and associated p-value for the two variables. 

 

with(HS.data, cor.test(cubes, wordm, alternative="two.sided",  method="pearson")) 

Pearson's product-moment correlation 

data:  cubes and wordm 

t = 3.3927, df = 299, p-value = 0.0007854 

alternative hypothesis: true correlation is not equal to 0 

95 percent confidence interval: 

0.08124806 0.29907450 

sample estimates: 

      cor 

0.1925319 

 

But I also want the R squared value so need to extract just the actual correlation value: 

mycorr <- with (HS.data, cor(cubes, wordm, method="pearson")) 

mycorr 

The R squared value, also known as the coefficient of determination, is useful as it can be interpreted as the percentage of the 
variability explained by the correlation taking into account the total variability for both variables. In other words how much is 
shared variability. 

rsquared <- mycorr^2 

rsquared 

0.03706853 

That is only around 3% of the variability is shared, a pretty low value. 

I can produce an equivalent Structural Equation Model (SEM) model in Ωnyx to mimic the above analysis. However to aid 
comparison between the two approaches, because Ωnyx by default only displays covariances (=unstandardized correlations) rather 
than correlations I first calculate this value from the above results. As shown above, the value is 6.954 More details about the 
relationship between the covariance and correlation measures is provided in the multiple regression handout. 

You may remember that a p-value is a type of conditional probability, it assumes that the null hypothesis is true which means here 
that the correlation value is actually Zero in the population from which the observed correlation value was obtained. You can write 
this more formally as the probability (Pr) of obtaining  the test statistic (r=0.19 here) equal to or greater than that observed given 
that the Null is true (r=0 here). That is Pr(r≥0.19|r=0) = p-value . In the above R approach this is all done under the bonnet but with 
the SEM approach we can model this by specifying both the null (i.e. zero) and observed correlations.    
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1.1 Modelling independence (null correlation) 
The simplest correlation we can model between two variables is 
where we assume the value is equal to zero i.e. the two variables 
are independent. We will call this the baseline or Null model, which 
you can think of as being the worst case scenario. The SEM diagram 
to model this situation is shown below. The values at the bottom of 
each of the variables are the variances (the standard deviation 
squared) for each. 

 

Ωnyx does not read R data files so you need to use the tab 

delimited dataset called HS.data.DAT from my webpage to create 
the model opposite. 

A direct link to the dataset is 

http://www.floppybunny.org/robin/web/rbook/sem/data/HS.data.DAT 

When you open this link in your web-browser you can 
then right click on it, and from the popup 
menu select the Save as option and then 
save it to a local folder. You can then use his 
datafile in Ωnyx    

Please watch my YouTube video to find out 
how to create the Ωnyx diagram opposite: 

https://youtu.be/juNHg0aFxEM 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Modelling the observed correlation 
We can now change the model to reflect the observed correlation between the two variables. This means adding 
another parameter to the model, remember each parameter added reduced effectively the number of values we have 
to play around with to do the calculations, but we still have plenty left here! We can then compare several ‘fit values’ 
between the two models such as the AIC and the BIC , where both are reduced when we model the observed 
correlation over the null model. The values are reduced as the difference between the model and the observed 

correlation has reduced. 

We should note that adding the estimated correlation between the two 
variables does not affect the variance estimates for each of them. 

Also the covariance (6.93) and correlation values are shown along the path 
as verified from the previous page. 

We also notice a chi square, from the [i.e. null] independent model value 
of 11.37 with 1 degree of freedom. Once again we can use R 
to calculate the associated p-value giving a value of 0.000746 
which you may notice is almost identical to that produced 
from the correlation test result earlier. 

We can also obtain this value by comparing the models 
directly in Ωnyx. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.floppybunny.org/robin/web/rbook/sem/data/HS.data.DAT
https://youtu.be/juNHg0aFxEM
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1.3 Comparing the models in Ωnyx – The p-value process 
In Ωnyx we can compare these models by linking them graphically, and as shown below then hovering over the link we 
obtain the likelihood ratio values and the associated p value. Once again we obtain the same p-value as that from the 
traditional correlation shown at the start of this handout.  

The – 2 log likelihood ratio is simply 3854.319 – 3865.689 = -11.37  (remember subtracting logs is like dividing ordinary 
numbers, hence the term ‘ratio’).  You may be wondering why we get the same result from both the SEM model and 
the traditional test based on a t value. This is because all t tests (and hence f tests etc) are likelihood ratio tests. To 
show this requires some heavy algebra which I don’t fully understand – sorry! Traditionally people have said that the 
likelihood ratio is only accurate for large samples although this is now circumvented by various clever ways provided by 
most SEM software concerning estimation procedures. Clearly our sample of 300 individuals is more than adequate to 
provide identical values. 

We can also show that this correlation model can be expressed as a regression. 

1.4 Correlation as a regression 
Please watch my YouTube video to find out how to create the Ωnyx diagram below:  https://youtu.be/Bu5QSncfbaM  

In the sem model opposite I have turned our 
correlation into a regression model. Note now 
instead of using double headed arrows 
representing covariances (correlations) we have 
single headed arrows representing path 
coefficients also being the partial regression or 
standardised beta weights (in brackets). We can 
see clearly how the beta weights are calculated 
from the partial regression weights; e.g. 0.19 = 
0.31 x (4.7/7.6) and 0.98 = 7.51 x (1/7.6). Also 
because we know the SRV (Standardised Residual 
Variance) is equal to 0.98 we can calculate the R 
squared value of 1-.982 =  0.0396 which is the 
squared value of our correlation found at the very 
start (.1922). 

Remember that the R squared value can be seen as 
a measure of model fit, meaning here its predictive 
power, so basically its pretty useless. 

 We also have a circle representing the residual 
term with the result that there is no variance 

associated with the wordm variable, it in effect 
having been transferred to the error. Notice that 
from the descriptive statistics summary the 

standard deviation for wordm is 7.6 a very similar 
value to that shown on the path from error. 

  

https://youtu.be/Bu5QSncfbaM
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While we still have the same correlation value this time it is now directional where the model is assuming that one is 
the input and the other is the output. This subtle difference is often missed but made clear in the above diagram.   

From the above discussion we can see that considering correlation and simple regression within the SEM framework 
provides new insights into correlation, a deceptively simple and much abused measure. 

Lets now move on to the two sample t test, which within the SEM framework can be thought of as the equivalent to a 
one way Anova. 

 

2 Two samples independent t test 

Once again we will use the  HS.data in the MBESS package and this time we will consider the age distribution across 
the two schools. First a boxplot. 

 

install.packages("MBESS", dependencies = TRUE) 

library(MBESS) 

data(HS.data) 

str(HS.data) 

levels(HS.data$school) 

plot(flags ~ flagssub, data = HS.data) 

# compare the ages distribution across the 2 

schools 

boxplot(agey ~ school, data= HS.data) 

 

And now the actual t test. I have highlighted the important 
results to note. 

 

t.test(agey ~ school, data= HS.data) 

 

Welch Two Sample t-test 

#data:  schooldata[[1]] and schooldata[[2]] 

#t = -4.4015, df = 298.96, p-value = 1.498e-05 

#alternative hypothesis: true difference in 

means is not equal to 0 

#95 percent confidence interval: 

# -0.7424255 -0.2836576 

#sample estimates: 

#mean of x mean of y 

# 12.72414  13.23718 

 

We will also calculate the correlation and eta squared values where the eta (η2) squared value in one way Anova is the 
same as the R squared value. 

# eta squared formula (from scratch): 

anova(onewayanov)[1,2]/sum(anova(onewayanov)[,2]) 

# [1] 0.06049551 

# r squared equivalent: 

summary(lm(agey ~ school, data=HS.data))$r.sq 

# [1] 0.06049551 # square root = 0.2459584 [equivalent to the correlation value) 

################## 

cor.test(HS.data$agey, as.numeric(HS.data$school)) 

# 0.2459584 # squared = 0.060495513 

 

We can replicate Anova models three ways in SEM (Hoyle 2015 chapter 24), two of which I’ll demonstrate now. 

• Multigroup 

• Regression using indicators 
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2.1 Modelling means (multigroup method) 
We do this by adding a constant term to the model, and because each group is considered to be independent we do 
not have any paths between the values. Traditionally we would need each sample of values in a different column and 
because they are different lengths I have them in two tab delimited files listed below. You can download them from the 
link provided at the start of this handout : 

 

Hsdata_grantHschool.DAT 

Hsdata_pasteurschool.DAT 

 

Because both these files have the same named variable agey we need to overwrite the names (after you have dragged them to the 

boxes) else Ωnyx thinks we just have one variable, I have called one g_agay and the other p_agey representing the first letter of 
each schools name.  

Please watch my YouTube video to find out how to create the Ωnyx diagrams in this section:  https://youtu.be/Hak-fyDc8fg  

I have allowed the paths to the 
errors to be estimated and set 
the error variance to 1. Similarly 
the paths to the constants are 
allowed to be estimated. So we 
have 4 estimated parameters in 
total. Two of which are the 
individual group means. 

 

 

 

We could have also specified 
this model using covariance 
paths rather than the latent 
variables as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As in the other examples above, we would now like to compare this model representing the observed means with a 
model where the means are constrained to be equal (i.e. the null model), that is were we assume that any observed 
difference in the sample means is purely due to sampling. so we will now setup this more constrained model. 

https://youtu.be/Hak-fyDc8fg
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2.2 The Null model – one mean 
To make the two paths from the constants equal and thereby setting the means to be equal we simply enter a 
character or name into the name box of the popup menu for the path. In the example opposite I have called them both 

‘a’. We notice now that both paths have the same 
estimated value of 12.97 which is the grand mean 
over both schools. You will notice also that I have 
replaced the error (latent variables) with 
covariance paths which gives the same value as in 
the previous model. In SEM there are always 
several ways to produce equivalent models. In fact 
we can specify this model several equivalent ways, 
another being given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.1 Multigroup modelling in Ωnyx, avoiding the use 

of multiple datafiles 
Although we previously used a separate file for each schools 
age data Ωnyx provides an ingenious method to facilitate 
multi-group modelling which means we could have avoided 
this.   

Part of the school variable in the HS.data.DAT datafile is shown opposite. We can make use of these values as 
we would do a ‘grouping variable’ in many statistical applications.  We add a diamond shaped grouping 
indicator to the variable to show the value on which we want the variable filtered where the grouping variable 
is a separate variable (in this instance school). 

We add the diamond shaped grouping indicator to 
the variable shape by selecting the option  
add grouping from the popup menu shown below. 

This produces the equivalent result to that of using 
two separate datafiles as we did above. 
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2.3 Comparing the two models in Ωnyx 
As with the previous example we can compare the two models to obtain the independent t test p-value. 

This produces a p-value of 0.000137, which compared to the result from the standard t test of 0.000149 is basically 
identical. 

You will notice that I did not restrict the error variances to be equal, a situation which I could have modelled using the 
same strategy as I did for restricting the constants to equality previously. You may remember that there are two 
varieties of the two independent samples t test representing these two situations. 

2.4 Coding and regression - a warning 
Using the school variable in the HS.data.DAT datafile we can consider the two independent samples t test as a 
regression where the input is the categorical variable (school here) and the outcome is the age distribution (agey). In 
the model below we can see that the beta weight is equal to the correlation. 

However it is important that when using 
categorical inputs like school they are 
coded appropriately.  Looking at the 
column representing the school variable 
on the previous page we can see 1’s and 
2’s which unfortunately Ωnyx does not 
realise are simply labels rather than 
values in this regression. Hence this 
model does not tell us anything about the 
probability of obtaining the observed 

means from a 
single 
population! To 
get those values 
we need to 
explicitly model 
the mean values 
in the SEM 
model. 

 

 

 

This is done in SEM modelling by providing what is called an indicator variable (not the same thing as an ‘item’ score in 
factor analysis). 
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2.5 Multiple indicator regression model 
 

An indicator is a variable that contains a ‘1’ indicating that the case belongs to a particular factor level etc. 
If you know about contrast coding you will be familiar with this approach. 

In the extract from the HS.data_indicators.DAT file opposite you can see that we have a series of ones 
down the first column indicating that those particular records come from the Pasteur school, further 
down the ‘1’s transfer to the second column indicating that those belong to the other school. We then 
use each column as an input to the regression model. We also include a constant term, fixed at 1 to model 
the means. To produce the null model we simply constrain the two regression paths to equal one another 
(I have given them the arbitrary name shared here). 

It is then possible to compare the two models with a Likelihood ratio test as we did before. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can see with the above approach of being able set various parameter to equal one another we can extend this 
approach to multiple regression models in general. 

To finish with we will look briefly at the paired samples t test, which you might have already guested how it will look. 
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3 Paired sample t test 

We will use data from the anorexia dataset within the R MASS library. The data consists of pre- post weights from 72 
diagnosed anorexia suffers. There is also a category variable indicating 
which of three groups each subject was allocated, which we will ignore 
in this analysis. Some brief summary statistics are given opposite along 
with a Bland Altman graph showing the change in weight of each 
subject. The darker shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval 
indicating that there was a statistically significant increase in weight 
regardless of which group they were allocated to. 

The R code, which you can ignore, for producing the graph is shown 
below. 

 

install.packages("PairedData", dependencies= TRUE) 

library(PairedData) # also loads the MASS package 

data(anorexia) 

paired.plotBA(anorexia, "Prewt", "Postwt")  

 

The R code and the results of a paired t-test are given below 

 

install.packages("MASS", dependencies= TRUE) 

library(MASS) 

data(anorexia) 

with(anorexia, (t.test(Postwt, Prewt, 

alternative='two.sided',  conf.level=.95, 

paired=TRUE))) 

 

 Paired t-test 

data:  Postwt and Prewt 

t = 2.9376, df = 71, p-value = 0.004458 

alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0 

95 percent confidence interval: 

 0.8878354 4.6399424 

sample estimates: 

mean of the differences 

  2.763889 

# correlation: 

cor (anorexia$Postwt, anorexia$Prewt) 

[1] 0.3324062 

mean(cbind(anorexia[,2], anorexia[,3])) 

[1] 83.79028 

As there is an equal number in the Prewt and Postxt groups the pooled mean is simply (82.41 + 85.17)/2= 83.79 as verified above.  

 

To carry out the equivalent analysis using the SEM approach you first need to download the following dataset: 
anorexia_grp_id.DAT which is available from my webpage, given at the start of this handout.  

You can find my YouTube video demonstrating how to create the Ωnyx diagrams in this section at:  

https://youtu.be/SAfxpj_nPTc  

In the previous examples we have used a method known as Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to calculate the 
various values as in Ωnyx this is the default. However the values produced from this approach are only identical to 
those produced by the more traditional Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method for large samples. I'll demonstrate this 
below. The only difference between the diagrams below and those for the two sample independent t test is the 
correlation line between the two variables. 

  

https://youtu.be/SAfxpj_nPTc
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The fa left model shows the alternative Least Squares estimates whereas the model on the right shows the default 
Maximum Likelihood Estimates. 

The least squares estimation method produces the constant value of 83.79 and a correlation of ).33  which are identical 
to those observed values given above. In contrast the Maximum Likelihood Estimate produces slightly lower values 
with a mean of 82.97 and correlation of 0.29. 

Interestingly the 
Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation produces a 
chi square value of 8.259 
with a p-value of 0.004 
which is virtually 
identical to the 
traditional paired t test.  

 

To compare the Null 
model with the 
observed model using 
the graphical technique 
in Ωnyx we have to use 
the Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation method as 
shown below producing 
an almost identical p- 
value to that obtained in 
R 

The difference between 
the mean values of the two groups equals the mean difference given in the R output(2.76) on the previous page.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We can also consider the individual difference scores directly as a calculated variable to generate what is known as a 
Latent Change Score (LCS) model which I’ll demonstrated next. 
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3.1 Latent change score model1 
This approach is taken from Coman, Picho & McArdle 2013. Here we can think of the Postwt variable being the output  
from a regression involving the Prewt variable along with a calculated variable (called here a Latent change score, 
depicted as a circle) that takes into account the pairing. This approach also provides further insight into what a latant 

variable is in SEM modelling. 

This calculated variable (i.e. the 
circle) is dependent upon one or 
more observed variables, in this 
instance the pre-test scores. I also 
set both the paths from the Prewt 

variable and the change_score 

latent variable to a fixed 
value of 1 allowing only the 
path to the change score to 

be estimated. I also set the 
Postwt variable to have a mean of 
zero and a variance of zero. The 
diagram is really an equation and 
the best way to understand what is 

going on is to look at that, where Emil Coman, the author himself, provides the best explanation here. The equation is:   

postwt = 0 + 1*Prewt + 1*change_score + 1*0 

(this last one says error is zero, nothing there, its mean is 0 and its variance 0), accordingly we can then state: 

change_score= Postwt - Prewt 
So change_score is forced to capture the entire difference between them. [end of quote] 
Not that the correlation between Prewt and change_score is not mentioned explicitly in the equation. 

We can see from the model with the correlation path the chi square is identical to that produced previously (8.259) 
yielding an identical p value (0.00405) to the usual paired sample t test.  

We can save the actual change score values by selecting from the Estimation popup option then Obtain 

Latent/Missing scores. A new dataset window then appears, select it and choose Save Data Set, you then can 
type a name for the data set. The extension CSV is automatically added to the filename when it is saved to indicate that 
it is a file made up of Comma Separated Values, However, when you inspect the file it seems to be Tab delimited!   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can then open the file in any text editor such as Notepad++ and inspect its contents: 

 

 

 

 

Then within R you can easily read the file and produce a histogram: 

latent_change_scores1 <-read.delim(file=file.choose() 

hist(latent_change_scores1[,3]) 

 

As expected the differences scores reflect those plotted at the start of this 
section. 
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3.2 Latent change score model 2 
When we change the correlation path to a regression path we obtain a slightly higher chi square value (8.48) and 
consequently a slightly smaller [i.e. more significant] p-value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is this subtle difference we are modelling between a correlation and a regression line? To answer this we will 
turn again to  Emil Coman: 

. . .  this is imbued with causal meaning, because ‘what comes after’ is the result of ‘what the past was’ and ‘how past 
changes affect the future’, which is literally a cause of Postwt…  
So change_score-> Postwt means in fact there is some mechanisms responsible for moving up/down the values from 
Prewt to the ones we see in Postwt… 

There is another way to put it: Prewt impacts ‘on its own future values’ Postwt through change_score (meaning 
indirectly, i.e. through a process/mechanism of ‘self-mediation’, as I called it. . . ). 

Note that now, [by replacing the correlation with a directed path] there is a 2nd regression, . . . change_score is the 
predictor for Postwt… which turns change_score mean into an intercept, and its variance into a residual variance 
parameter in the output. . . small changes, but essential. [end of quote] 

What does the difference in p-value between the two models signify? Quoting Coman, Picho & McArdle 2013 (p.1):  

 

"There is a clear difference in terms of the test of significance of changes in outcome Y between the two setups: 

• the correlation specification tests the significance of the mean of the LCS [change_score] score and yields 
identical results to the paired t test. 

• The path specification is testing the significance of the  LCS [change_score] intercept i.e. the mean changes 
controlling for Prewt". [end of quote] 
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4 Summary 

In this brief handout we have seem how we can carry out very simply statistical tests within the SEM framework. 

The aim was to demonstrate that SEM is not something completely new and alien. You are just presenting the same 
ideas in a repackaged manner.  However, by looking in more depth at some of the subtlety involved when modelling 
some of these ‘simple tests’ we realise that in the past we have been making many assumptions that certainly want 
careful scrutiny and much more consideration than possibly we have given them is far. 

Clearly SEM comes into its own when we wish to model those models that are much more complex than any presented 
here. However if you have understood the basic strategy here you should have little problem with more complex 
models. 

Before moving on to complex SEM models we will investigate multiple regression, confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 
and Path Models (PM) within SEM. Details are given in the relevant chapters in my book.  For the books details see the 
first page of this handout. 

 

 

5 Further reading 

 

There is little literature in the way of introducing basic statistical models using the SEM framework. The following are 
those I have found most useful: 

 

Coman, E. N., Picho, K., McArdle, J. J., Villagra, V., Dierker, L., & Iordache, E. (2013). The paired t-test as a simple latent 
change score model. Frontiers in psychology, 4, 738. 

 

Coman, E. N., Suggs, L. S., Coman, M. A., Iordache, E., & Fifield, J. (2015). A Review of Graphical Approaches to Common 
Statistical Analyses: The Omnipresence of Latent Variables in Statistics. International journal of clinical biostatistics and 
biometrics, 1(1), 1. 

 

Graham, J. M. (2008). The general linear model as structural equation modeling. Journal of Educational and Behavioral 
Statistics, 33(4), 485-506. 

 

Hoyle, R. H. (Ed.). (2012). [2015 paperback] Handbook of structural equation modeling [chapter 26]. Guilford Press. 

 

 


